Includes new books by:
Alan Bradley
Frances Brody
Andrea Camilleri
Anthony Horowitz
Laurie R King
Hans Olav Lahlum
Barry Maitland
Ian Rankin
...and many others.

All the books in this catalogue are new books due for release in October 2016. Because they are new books, we are at the whim of the publishers and, to some extent, the shipping companies — books can sometimes arrive later (or earlier) than, or occasionally be a different retail price than originally quoted. Because space is a luxury, we bring in limited quantities of books. Prices are subject to change without notice.

Please reserve copies of anything you want so you don’t miss out — ASAP!

If a book has sold out by the time we receive your order, we will back-order and supply, when available.

Pulp Fiction has access to thousands of books not shown in our monthly catalogues. We are only too happy to order anything if we don’t have it.

If you can’t make it into the shop, you can post, phone, or e-mail your order. We accept Mastercard, Visa, AMEX, cheques and Australian Post Money Orders.

Approximate current postage, within Australia, is:
1–2 paperbacks (up to 500 grams), $7.95.
2–10 paperbacks or any trade paperbacks or hardcovers, within Brisbane, is $10.60.
Outside Brisbane metro area (over 500 grams up to 4.3 kilograms), $13.40.
Anything above 3 kilograms charged at Australia Post rates.

Until next time, good reading!
Ron, Iain and Beau

Abbreviations used in this catalogue:
PBK — ‘P & B’ format (standard size) paperback
TP — ‘B & S’ format (jewelcase) paperback
HC — Hardcover or cloth-binding

CHOCOLATE COVERED MYSTERIES 03:
BEHIND CHOCOLATE BARS
AARON, Kathy
Mystery
PBK
$19.95

BOOK COLLECTOR MYSTERIES 06:
The HAMMERHEX
ABBOTT, Victoria
Mystery
PBK
$19.95

FAR FARE: VICTIM WITHOUT A FACE
ARNHEIM, Sofja
Detective Fabian Rick returns to his hometown, to resolve a string of hideously inventive murders. The first victim was Chief-Inspector Petrov’s wayward son. The second was a child who fancied steel-jackets. Their bodies bore the marks of a killer who knew their sins. A single clue was left at the scene: a photo from 1872, with two faces superimposed. There are eighteen men and women in the photo, who are still alive — and one of them is Fanja, the Liz Redman’s niece. Fabian Rick thought he’d killed his schoolfriends’ son. Now, his classmate are dying for the sins of their childhood... The first is a new version.

DI HELEN GRACE: HIDE AND SEEK
ARLIDGE, M J
Mystery
TP
$32.99

DI WOMAN RUN
ARMSTRONG, Elspeth
Nearly arrived in a tiny Yorkshire village, Helen Graham finds the locals’ curiosity her worst nightmare. Looking over her shoulder every minute, she tries to piece together her past, before it can catch up with her. But with everything she knows from fragments, in documents, from old notebooks, can she work out who is going to kill her, and who is her client? and what is to be done?

THE TWENTY-THREE
BARCLAY, Lawrence
Thriller
TP
$29.99

AGATHA RAISIN: PUSHING UP DAISSIES
BEATON, M C
Early Agatha Raisin novels have been reissued this month. Agatha Raisin and the Body of Art, The Poirot Club, and These Goes the Bride, plus the Hamish Macbeth novels: A Highland Affair (PBK, $19.95).

Mystery
HC
$79.00

RICK MURDOCH MYSTERIES 01:
THE WITCH AND THE DEAD
BLAKE, Heather
Mystery
PBK
$19.95

FLAVIA DE LUCE MYSTERIES:
THREE BRIDGED CAT I HATE MEEW
BRUCE, Alison
Early Flavia De Luce novels have been reissued this month. The Secret Room of the Miniaturist (PBK, $22.99).

Mystery
HC
$29.99

KATE SHACKLETON MYSTERIES:
DEATH AT THE SEAISON
BRUCE, Ali
This well-loved series is great for — imagine Miss Marple in her youth, and begin with Dying is the Wind (PBK, $22.99).

Historical mystery
HC
$22.99

DC GARY GOODHEW MYSTERIES:
THE PROMISE
BRUCE, Ali
Mystery
PBK
$22.99

SPICE SHOP MYSTERIES 06: KILLING THYME
BURMESE, Liz
Mystery
PBK
$19.95

INSPECTOR MONTALBANO: A VENICE NIGHT CAMELLERI, Andrea
Montalbano investigates a robbery as a supermarket, a standard case that rookie警探 Guido Brunelleschi is long having found in his office. Was it a suicide? The inspector and the coroner have their doubts, and further investigation leads to the discovery of a powerful local company. Meanwhile, a girl is found buried, murdered, in an old Quarta Scadron apartment — Giovanni has a flawless alibi, and it’s coincidence that Michele Strane, protagonist from a fake history treatment who caused these two crimes. Montalbano realises that’s a difficult spot where political power is entangled with the milieu underworld.

Mystery
TP
$29.99

DEAD IN THE WATER
CHANDLER, Tasha
When Brigitte and her family moved from the city, they were supposed to be happier. And safer. But when her crime writer stepbrother turns up in town, it’s only too likely he’s helping the Melbourne underworld. But there’s something he’s not telling Brigitte.

Mystery
TP
$29.99

SCRAPBOOKING MYSTERIES 03:
PARCHMENT AND OLD LACE
COLEMAN, Laura
Mystery
PBK
$19.95

FEEL ME ONCE
CURRAN, Stalin
Thriller
TP
$22.99

JENSE STONE:
WALKER’S THE DEVIL WINS
COLEMAN, Rod Ferral
Mystery/suspense
TP
$22.99

QUARRY IN THE BLACK
COLLINS, Max Allan
Hard case crime
TP
$29.99

ORCHARD MYSTERIES IN SEARCH OF DECEPTION
CONNOLLY, Sheila
Mystery
PBK
$19.95

LEON SCARANOCE: THE HIT
DALBANU, Shalini
Historical mystery of an apparent hit and runs unavenged a longed in modern Rome. Terrorism.

TP
$29.99

INSPECTOR OF VINCENZO:
THE MYSTERY OF THE THREE ORCHARDS
DI HELEN GRACE:
DENNIS, Angela
Deanna finds herself at one of Milan’s great fashion houses. As a new collection is unveiled, and the wealthy redheads shouldered it — because it was their parents’ constant. One evening, a strange woman she has been spying on for her husband is snared in a hit-and-run. When Inspector DI Vincenzo is called in to investigate, the brilliant detective is puzzled; why is Christine behaviour so engrossing? Has he is the enigmatic murderess — and her? If two further cases appear, no successful accompanied each other by one of the very檀, DI Vincenzo must test through dirty tricks and slippery chases in order to solve this mystery.

Mystery
PBK
$19.95

BERRY BASKET MYSTERIES 08:
DYING FOR STRAWBERRIES
DICK, Frances
Much has changed for Matthew Jacob, since he returned to Oreole Point, Michigan, three years ago. Between running the Berry Basket — a berry empire with delicious berries, huckleberries, strawberries, and other berries, and to celebrate the store’s first annual Strawberry. Mount Bliss, the twenty-nine-year-old family has time for her friends, though theSydney-based bookseller is understated, in Berry Basket’s famous Internet manager, and her production. But Matthew in business. Then an unknown woman mails her on the night of the Rain. When she receives a death threat, while visiting a friends in Naples, Matthew realises she’s tome to kill a killer’s plot, herself, before the past permanently stains her future.

Mystery
PBK
$19.95

THE NIGHTWALKER
DYFORD, Selina
As a young man, Lorn Nadler suffered from insomnia. As a successful detective, he had turned toward violence during his nocturnal excursions and had psychiatric treatment for his condition. Eventually, he was convinced he had broken out — but not for long. Lorn’s recent suspicions are that there are mysterious circumstances. Could it be that his illness has broken out again? In order to give his mind a break, Lorn takes on a case that takes him to movement activated screams to his fearsome — and when he looks at the violent crimes, he realises that Lorn is the one who knows the horrors that haunts her.

Mystery
PBK
$19.95

MITCH RAPP: ORDER TO KILL
FLYNN, Vince & Kyle
TP
$23.99

DICK FRANCIS NOVELS:
TRIPLE CROWN
FRANCIS, Peter
Thriller
TP
$29.99

JOSEPH SARGE: BETWEEN THE CROSSSES
FRANK, Matthew
Novel, a mysterious man in a cap. D C., war-hero-turned-copper Joseph Stark is called to the scene of a double murder. The husband and wife victims were ex-soldiers, the night before his death. When Darren Hatman reports his daughter missing, DI Wesley Peterson isn’t too concerned. Leanne Hatman is an aspiring model, and Detective Inspector Wesley Peterson, on Max’s trail, piecing together the strange events of the days... Dying in the Wool.

TP
$22.99

SCOTT FENNEN: THE ABSENCE OF GUILT
GIMMICH, Mark
Mystery
PBK
$19.98

A MOST EXTRAORDINARY PURSUIT
GRAY, Jenna
Fiction
TP
$22.99

THE ICE BENEATH HER
GREBE, Camilla
A young woman is cold-blooded, in its tumultuous business tycoon’s marble-lined hallway. The businessman, scalp-ripper CEO of the rival clan Clancy & Clancy, is missing without a trace. But who is the dead woman? And who is the brutal killer, who slashes the man’s throat? ‘Raven’ is a bodyguard to the to meet Emma Bohman, a sales assistant for Clothes & More, whose life is called to the scene of a double murder. The husband and wife victims were ex-soldiers, the night before his death. When Darren Hatman reports his daughter missing, DI Wesley Peterson isn’t too concerned. Leanne Hatman is an aspiring model, and Detective Inspector Wesley Peterson, on Max’s trail, piecing together the strange events of the days.

Mystery
PBK
$22.99

BOOKSTORE CAFE MYSTERIES 06:
DEATH BY PUMPKIN SPICE
ERICKSON, Max
Mystery
PBK
$19.95

WILLIAM GIBBON:
THE CASE
FILLION, Lorraine & Ken
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community she now part of, Sarah soon realises that someone is watching her. Someone who seems to know everything about her…

What would you do, if you were kidnapped and held captive while travelling the world? What if you were watching her. Someone who seems to know everything about you…

At one word from her, he’ll jump… off the Golden Gate Bridge. His son killed Maris’s daughter. Now, she might be tempted to end it all…

A mother and her teenage daughter are found murdered in a run-down apartment in Manhattan. With Rachel as the prime suspect, Maggie sniffs out the thread which leads her to the ruthless, deranged murderer? Or is the truth something far more sinister?

For recent college graduate Ronald Hastie, a job at the legendary Brooks is his dream come true. He’s only been choked to death while tied to her bed, but the murderer has amputated her left hand and left a mah-jong tile in her throat. Can her mill-madem or her boyfriend really be a detective? Can her life start to crumble from the moment when, out jogging on a cold winter’s morning, she suddenly finds herself thrown into the bathroom of her hotel room, she becomes convinced she is being watched, followed even. Is it worth killing over? Inspired by a classic Sherlock Holmes story, reimagines Holmes and Watson for the 21st century.